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Questions 1-8: Multiple Choice/Short Answer: 1 point each

Questions 9-10: Show your work
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Problem I

A train is 5m wide in its own frame of reference. Ifthe train travels at
velocity 4/5c towards an archway that is 4m wide (in the frame of the track),
then:

A) the train will frt through the archway.
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C) observers in the frame of reference olthe track will see the train fit ( w,.-e ì,n to-ltr-
through the archway, but observers on the train will not {"r*,rÐ
D) people on the train will observe it to ht through the archway, but
observers on the track will find that it does not fit.

Problem 2

The picture above shows two clocks moving at a large relative velocity.
Which of the pictures below represents a possible observation of the clocks
at some earlier time (assume the readings on the clocks are exact)?
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Problem a nn"= roÑ

Jon and Kate are both traveling at velocity 0.4c in the positive x direction,
with Jon lkm ahead of Kate. In Kate's frame of reference two firecrackers
separated by 3 km along the x direction explode simultaneously. In Jon's
frame, the firecracker atalarger value ofx explodes 
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Problem 4

On her 50ú birthday, Oprah leaves Earth traveling at3/5c towards a planet 3

light years away. When she reaches the planet, she immediately retums to
Earth at the same speed. How old is Oprah when she arrives back on Earth?

A) 56 years old
B) 56.4 years old

rcFs y-ears ofÐ
Ð30 y-eadõiã
E) 62.5 years old
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Problem 5 VL= - lo,,/i

Two ca¡s approach each other, each travelling at speed 10m./s relative to the
street. In the frame ofone of the cars, the other car is travelling at
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D) exactly 10m/s
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The Canada Line train is traveling at 0.5c. Lights at the front and the back of
the train turn on simultaneously in the frame of the train. In the frame of the
track, the lights at the front of the train tum on

A) at the same time as the lights at the back of the train
B) before the liehts a1 the back of the train

fC) after the lights at the back of the train I\<___-____-_____-

D) before or after, depending on where the observer is located on the track.

Problem 7

An electron is fired from a particle accelerator and hits a target lkm away.
For the events where the electron is fired and where it hits the target, the
invariant(spacetime)interval .Iis ---;, )are lo-àL"n ;n )na, z { e-le-àr"^

:.-L <o
A) positive

D) Not enough information to determine the answer.
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A rocket and an ìPhone approach each other, at speeds w and u as shown. In
the frame of the picture, the iPhone rings atx:L and t:T.In the frame of the
rocket, the phone rings at position :c'- y ( L - v T), where v is equal to

tt ' vel,,il t S' ì^ S "

B)w+u
C) (w + u)/(I + uw/c2 )
D) -(w + u)/(1 + uw/c2 )
E) -u

Assume that origin of coordinates in the rocket's frame (x'-t':O) agrees
with the origin of coordinates in the frame of the picture (x:t:0).
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Problem 9 @xplain yourwork). (3 p";,n-l:)

The spacetime diagra:n below represents an object travelling in the +î
direction. How long is the object in its own frame of reference?
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Problem 10 (Explain your work)

Ronald McDonald and his sister Laverne both leave home at the same time
and travel towards their favorite restaurant, 5 light year away. Ronald travels
at3/5c and the Laveme travels af 415c.

a) In Ronald's frame, at what time does Laverne reach the restaurant? (Z gd,"1s)
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b) In the frame of the restaurant, what time does Ronald's clock read when
Laveme reaches the restaurant (hint: this is a dffirent question than part a)?

(z ¡"t^ì:)
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